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Northeastern Senior High School

School: Northeastern Senior High School

School Details

School Facts

Northeastern Senior High
School

Northeastern York School
District

Name

Northeastern Senior High
School

Overall Grade

Level

Total Enrollment

1,072

3,769

Students per Teacher

15:1

15:1

Students in Free Lunch Program

33%

37%

High
Type

Public
Grades Served

9-12
School District

Academic Grade

Northeastern York School
District

Average GPA

3.62 (out of 487 responses)

3.62 (out of 490 responses)

Math Proficiency

77%

59%

Address

Reading Proficiency

84%

72%

Gifted Students

2%

–

AP Enrollments

86

–

Graduation Rate

85%

85%

Average ACT Score

28 (out of 15 responses)

28 (out of 15 responses)

Average SAT Score

1,130 (out of 180 responses)

1,130 (out of 180 responses)

Average Teacher Salary

$77,816

$77,816

Teachers in 1st or 2nd Year

4%

1%

Address not available
Phone

(717) 266-3644

Teacher Grade

About this data: Facts and proficiency scores are provided by Niche, which compiles scores, community
reviews and other data about schools across the United States. Ratings for this school are based on the
most recent available facts for each school and district. Data compiled from the U.S. Department of
Education, Private School Universe Survey, Common Core Data and others.
Source: Niche Update Frequency: Quarterly
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Community Reviews for this School
Posted: 7/30/2019 by Parent
Northeastern has been a great school. They push the students and offer a great courses to help the students pursue their goals.
Posted: 4/24/2019 by Alum
The people in school were nice and the teachers were also willing to help. The environment was not bad but there are obvious clichÃ©s. Almost everyone knows
each other too.
Posted: 1/11/2019 by Senior
During my four years at Northeastern Senior High School, I enjoyed all the sports opportunities they had to offer. I also found it very helpful that most teachers
that I had were very approachable . Meaning that if I needed assistance with my school work, they took the time and effort to assist me in my studies. The only
downside to going to a school that is in a rual community, there is nothing to do outside of the school.
Posted: 11/2/2018 by Senior
Northeastern Senior High School provided me with an excellent and opportunistic Advanced Placement program, allowing me to expand on my desire to learn
and push myself beyond my expectations. The teachers truly care about our education and about the way we carry ourselves as well-mannered members of
society, and the board has offered us students so many different ways to express ourselves. We have over 30 clubs active at Northeastern, and quite the reputable
sports program, our volleyball team being the Pennsylvania State Champions 6 years in a row. As a member of the tennis team, we have maintained our status
as the #1 fall sport, thanks to the incredible coaching we have received provided by our school. I have been granted multiple outlets for self-expression and
thanks to the administration's active participation in our community, Northeastern is a proud provider for many different elementary schools and charity
foundations.
Posted: 4/1/2018 by Alum
I am so glad I went to Northeastern, everyone there is so kind and caring towards the students, school, and community. Northeastern truly cares about and
supports its students, families, and graduates, that is something that you do not find everywhere. I love Northeastern!
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About RPR (Realtors Property Resource)
Realtors Property Resource® is a wholly owned subsidiary of the National
Association REALTORS®.
RPR offers comprehensive data – including a nationwide database of 164 million
properties – as well as powerful analytics and dynamic reports exclusively for
members of the NAR.
RPR's focus is giving residential and commercial real estate practitioners,
brokers, and MLS and Association staff the tools they need to serve their clients.
This report has been provided to you by a member of the NAR.

About RPR's Data
RPR generates and compiles real estate and other data from a vast array of sources.
The data contained in your report includes some or all of the following:
Listing data from our partner MLSs and CIEs, and related calculations, like
estimated value for a property or median sales price for a local market.
Public records data including tax, assessment, and deed information.
Foreclosure and distressed data from public records and RealtyTrac.
Market conditions and forecasts based on listing and public records data.
Census and employment data from the U.S. Census and the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
Demographics and trends data from Esri. The data in commercial and economic
reports includes Tapestry Segmentation, which classifies U.S. residential
neighborhoods into unique market segments based on socioeconomic and
demographic characteristics.
Business data including consumer expenditures, commercial market potential,
retail marketplace, SIC and NAICS business information, and banking potential
data from Esri.
School data and reviews from Niche.
Specialty data sets such as walkability scores, traffic counts and flood zones.

Update Frequency
Listings and public records data are updated on a continuous basis.
Charts and statistics calculated from listing and public records data are refreshed
monthly.
Other data sets range from daily to annual updates.

Learn more
For more information about RPR, please visit RPR's
public website: http://blog.narrpr.com
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